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TourNex Mission 

Help developers, gamers and users earn 

money while generating revenue for the 

protocol to expand and reward 

investors.



Introduction

In this ever-growing blockchain industry, TourNex creates a new opportunity for both developers and gamers by creating a 
protocol that makes it easier to integrate blockchain protocols into conventional competitions. 

TourNex is a decentralized, blockchain-based protocol that allows users to develop, host, and play on TourNex protocol 
and earn money while generating revenue for the protocol to expand its use cases. By using a revolutionary protocol, 
TourNex allows developers, gamers, and users to generate income by integrating functionalities such as P2E, 
tournaments, casino games, lotteries, sports events, and challenge pay events.

TORNX is the native token of the TourNex protocol. TORNX is a DeFi crypto currency made on Binance smart chain (BNB 
Chain) with a deflationary supply of 200,000,000 tokens. Each transaction on the blockchain involves a 10% tax to reward
holders, reduce the supply, fund the protocol and help the long-term growth of the project.

This tax is used as follows:

• - 1 % Burn

• - 2 % P2E and Lottery rewards

• - 2 % Project Growth Fund

• - 2 % Reflection back to Holders

• - 3 % Marketing





Tokenomics

70% Presale

10% Development

20% Liquidity



How does TourNex Protocol work ?

The TourNex protocol consists of three main platforms called PlayTour, DevTour, and HostTour. These platforms 
are connected through the TourNex protocol to offer developers, players, and hosts utilizing our protocol the best 

experience possible.



PlayTour

PlayTour is a blockchain-based platform that allows users 
to join a wide range of games, competitions, and 
challenges to earn money. Gamers can play a variety of 
tournaments, P2E games, challenge pay events, casino 
games, lotteries, and sports events. Each game, 
tournament, or challenge has a prize pool that is shared 
between the winners, hosts, and developers. The prize 
pool can vary for each game as it is dependent on multiple 
factors such as the number of participants, sponsors, and 
protocol fees. Furthermore, a small protocol fee is 
associated with the prize pool of each game, tournament, 
or challenge to generate revenue for the protocol. 

PlayTour platform offers a variety of options for users to 
earn rewards and make money. Furthermore, the 
PlayTour platform assigns a global ranking for all users 
depending on their performance on the platform. At the 
end of the year, the players with the highest rankings will 
earn more rewards for their use of the protocol.



DevTour

The TourNex protocol is designed to encourage 
developers to build different types of games on our 
protocol to generate passive income. The DevTour
platform allows developers to launch, manage, and view 
their games on the PlayTour platform. Developers can 
host different types of tournaments or challenges in their 
games or lend their games to other hosts to generate 
passive income. Furthermore, the Tournex protocol 
assigns a ranking to each developer based on the ratings 
and the number of launched games. Top developers will 
be rewarded at the end of each year to incentivize game 
development on our protocol. 

Another essential part of DevTour is the role of an 
incubator for new and upcoming developers—helping 
them to develop and publish games. A significant hope 
of the TourNex protocol revolves around bringing indie 
games to the mainstream, creating a revenue stream, 
and a path that leads to discovering talented developers.



HostTour

HostTour is a blockchain-based platform 
enabling users to host their own 
tournaments, challenge pay events, or sports 
events on the PlayTour platform to earn 
money. HostTour also allows users to 
connect with developers and borrow games 
for their challenge events or tournaments. 
HostTour will provide hosts with their active 
tournaments, earning history, and public 
ratings. TourNex Protocol also provides 
sponsorship opportunities for top hosts 
based on their history and gamers' 
satisfaction. 

Furthermore, the HostTour platform will be 
compatible with different Metaverse projects 
such as Sandbox or Decentraland to help 
users host almost any kind of event and earn 
money.



How does Tournex Protocol reward holders ?

The Tournex protocol rewards investors in multiple ways, such as generating revenue for the protocol, increasing 
the utility of the token, buy-back events (with 50% of the protocol’s revenue), automated reflection mechanism, 

and massive burn events. 

TORNX token has a limited and deflationary supply, and therefore the automated burning mechanism ensures that 
the supply of TORNX decreases while the demand for TORNX tokens increases. This effectively makes the TORNX 

token a lucrative asset to buy, hold, and reap the benefits of.



Roadmap

Phase 1 

-Website and White Paper Launch
- Presale 
- Giveaway Events
- 1st round of marketing push

Phase 2

-DEX Launch (On Pancakeswap) 
- Coingecko & Coinmarketcap listing 
- Discord & Reddit community
- Lottery development

Phase 3

-PlayTour platform launch 
-First P2E game launch 
-2nd round of marketing push 
-Massive burn event #1

Phase 4

-Contract audit 
-TourNex Tournaments 
-Casino games on PlayTour
-Additional DEX/CEX listings

Phase 5

-DevTour Platform Launch 
-TourNex NFTs 
-Massive burn event #2 
-Sport Partnerships

Phase 6

-HostTour Platfrom Launch 
-TourNex Protocol Completion 
-Massive burn event #3 
-3rd round of marketing push



T O U R N E X P R O T O C O L

Token Name------------------------------------------------TourNex

Ticker Symbol---------------------------------------------- TORNX

Decimals---------------------------------------------------- 9

Type---------------------------------------------------------- Defi

Max Supply------------------------------------------------- 200,000,000

Network----------------------------------------------------- Bep20

Contract--------0xAb4c49f38125B5F791dbfE643e5Fc92be4BAbEAe


